Virtual environments are created by specifying their content, which comprises geometry, interaction, properties, and behavior of the objects. Interaction and behavior can be cumbersome to specify and create, if they have to be implemented through an API.
INTRODUCTION
Today, virtual reality is on the verge of leaving the pure "research domain". Among others, the automotive industry is evaluating its potential in the design, development, and manufacturing processes [6, 5] . Still, there is a great lack of tools to make VR an enabling technology which would be easy to use in industry and entertainment. Creating virtual worlds is still a cumbersome and tedious process. Furthermore, any VR system meant to be used within an industrial process must face the fact that it is just one link in a long chain of software packages (CAD, CAE, FEM, etc.), which might impose a lot of constraints and requirements.
This paper tries to propose a framework which increases productivity when creating virtual environments (VEs). VE "authors" should be allowed to experiment and play interactively with their "worlds". Since this requires very low turnaround times, any compilation or re-linking steps should be avoided. Also, authors should not need to learn a fullpowered programming language. A very simple, yet powerful script "language" will be proposed, which meets almost all needs of VE creators. As a matter of course, our virtual worlds should be input-device independent.
In order to achieve these goals, we try to identify a set of basic and generic user-object and object-object interactions which, experience has taught us, are needed in most applications.
For specification of a virtual world, there are, at least, two contrary approaches:
Event based.
One approach is to write a story-board, i.e., the creator specifies which action/interaction happens at a certain time, because of user input, or any other event.
A story-driven world usually has several "phases", so we want a certain interaction option be available only at that stage of the application, and others at another stage.
Behavior based.
Another approach is to specify a set of autonomous objects or agents, which are equipped with receptors and react to certain inputs to those receptors (see for example [4] ).
So, overstating a little, we take a bunch of "creatures", throw them into our world, and see what happens.
In the long term, you probably want to be able to use both methods to create your virtual world.
In this paper, we will focus on the event based approach. The language for specifying those worlds will be very simple for several reasons: VE authors "just want to make this and that happen", they don't want to learn Python or C++. Moreover, it is much easier to write a true(!) graphical user interface for a simple language than for a full-powered programming language.
All concepts being developed here have been inspired and driven by concrete demands during recent projects. Most of them have been implemented in an interaction-module, which is part of our whole VR system. Overview. In the next section, we briefly discuss the approach other systems have taken. Then, we develop our general paradigm for virtual world descriptions. This will be further detailed by the next two sections. Finally, we present some real-world applications, give an outlook on our future work, and give some examples in the Appendix.
RELATED WORK
There are quite a few existing VR systems, some commercial some academic. Some of them we will consider briefly in the following.
Sense8's WorldToolkit follows the toolbox approach. Basically, it provides a library with a high-level API to handle input devices, rendering, simple object locomotion, portals, etc.
DIVE is a multi-user, distributed VR platform. The system can be distributed on a heterogeneous network (making use of the Isis library [3] ). New participants of a virtual world can join at any time. They will receive a copy of the current database. All behavior is specified as a (usually very simple) finite state machine (FSM). Any FSM is part of some object's attributes. Database consistency is achieved by using distributed locks.
Division's dVS features a 2D and 3D graphical user interface to build and edit virtual worlds at run-time. Attributes of objects are geometry, light source, sound samples, collision detection parameters, etc. Objects can be instanced from classes within the description file of a virtual world. Inheritance (and polymorphism?) are supported. Several actions can be bundled (like a function in C) and invoked by user-defined events. However, the syntax seems to be rather complicated and not really apt for non-programmers.
The Minimal Reality toolkit (MR) [15, 11] is a networked system, which uses a script file to describe behavior and sharing of objects. Scripted object behavior is compiled into socalled OML code which is interpreted at run-time. For each OML instance there must be an associated C++ class.
Unlike MR, we won't develop objects ("classes") with rather high-level built-in behaviors, such as Tanks, Bombs, or Hills. Instead, we will identify actions on objects on a much lower, and therefore more generic, level.
We believe, that keeping all information about the virtual world (i.e., geometry, behavior, constraints) in one file can be a tedious and very inflexible. We strictly separate geometry, behavior, physical properties, acoustic properties, etc., in separate files, unlike [11, 1, 10] . We feel that this will save a lot of time when developing virtual environments because very often the geometry will be created by third parties or sophisticated animation software. During several development iterations, we usually get several versions of the geometry.
GENERAL CONCEPTS
A complete VR system is a huge piece of software, consisting of an object manager, renderer, device drivers, communication module, navigation and interaction module, and, The object manager is the central module of probably any VR system. All other modules which build on it "simulate" or render a certain aspect of the virtual environment. Some of those are controlled by the interaction module (e.g., sound renderer and device drivers); others are "peer" (e.g., physically-based simulation).
probably, physically-based simulation, sound rendering, visualization, application-specific modules, etc. (see Figure 1) .
In this paper, we will focus on the interaction module, which deals with navigation, basic interaction, and basic "life" in our virtual worlds. We will not deal with the overall system architecture.
Furthermore, we will restrict ourselves to the identification of generic functionality. Most of the time, we will not deal with syntax here.
The visual part of a virtual world is represented by a hierarchical scene graph. Everything is a node in this graph: polyhedra, assemblies of polyhedra, LODs, light sources, viewpoint(s), the user, etc. Most functionality and interaction presented below will operate on the scene, i.e., it will, eventually, change some attribute(s) of some object(s).
The action-event paradigm A virtual world is specified by a set of static configurations (geometry, module parameters, etc.) and a set of dynamic configurations. Dynamic configurations are object properties, user-object interaction, action dependencies, or autonomous behavior.
The basic idea of dynamic configurations is that certain events trigger certain actions, properties, or behavior; e.g., when the user touches a virtual button, a light will be switched on, or, when a certain time is reached an object will start to move. Consequently, the basic building blocks of our virtual worlds are actions, events, and graphical objectsthe AEO triad 1 (see Figure 2 ).
Actions Events
Scene Graph Figure 2 : The AEO triad. Anything that can "happen" in a virtual environment is represented by an action. Any action can be triggered by one or more events, which will get input from physical devices, the scene graph, or other actions. Note that actions are not "tied-in" with graphical objects, and that events are objects in their own (object-oriented) right.
Note that our actions are not part of an object's attributes (in fact, one action can operate on many objects at the same time).
In order to be most flexible, the action-event paradigm must satisfy the following requirements:
1. Any action can be triggered by any event.
Several events can trigger the same action. An event can
trigger several actions simultaneously (many-to-many mapping).
3. Events can be combined by boolean expressions.
4. Events can be configured such that they start or stop an action when a certain condition holds for its input (positive/negative edge, etc.)
5. The status of an action can be the input of another event.
We do not need any special constructs (as in [12] ) in order to realize temporal operators. Parallel execution of several actions can be achieved trivially, since one event can trigger many actions. Should those actions be triggered by different events, we can couple them via another event. Sequential execution can be achieved by connecting the two actions by an event which starts the second action when the first one finishes. Similarly, actions can be coupled (start-to-start or start-to-stop) with a delay.
Because of our considerations above, we need to be able to refer to actions and events. Therefore they can be given a name. Basically, there are two ways to declare an actionevent pair in the script: where action and event in the latter form cannot be referenced elsewhere in the script. Most actions operate on objects, and many events have one or two objects as parameters. In order to achieve an orthogonal language, those objects can have any type (geometry, assembly, light source, etc.) whenever sensible.
Time. Many actions (besides navigation, simulation, and visualizations) depend on time in some way. For example, an animation or sound sample is to be played back from simulation time t 1 through t 2 , no matter how much computation has to be done or how fast rendering is.
We maintain a global simulation time, which is derived from wall-clock time. The transformation from wall-clock time to simulation time can be modified via actions (to go to slow-motion, for example, or to do a time "jump").
Furthermore, we keep an (almost) unlimited number of time variables. The value of each time variable is derived from the global simulation time by an individual transformation which can be modified by actions as well (see Figure 3) .
Those times can be used as inputs to events, or to drive simulations or animations. Thus, time can even be used to create completely "time-coded" parts of a virtual reality show.
Grammar. The grammar in our system is fault-tolerant and robust against variations and abbreviations, such as playback, play-back, anim, etc. Ordering of "commands" should (almost) never matter! (We achieve this by using a multi-pass parser.)
For easy creation and maintenance of almost identical scripts, full C-like preprocessing. The preprocessor's macro feature provides an easy way to build libraries with higherlevel behavior.
EVENTS
Events are probably the most important part for our world description -they can be considered the "sensory equipment" of the actions and objects. They have the form event-name: trigger-behavior input parameters where event-name is for further reference in the script, and all but input are optional. When an event "triggers" it sends a certain message to the associated action(s), usually "switch on" or "off".
It is important to serve a broad variety of inputs (see below), but also to provide all possible trigger behaviors. A trigger behavior specifies when and how a change at the "input" side actually causes an action to be executed. Let us consider first the simple example of an animation and a keyboard button:
animation on as long as button is down, animation switch on whenever button is pressed down, animation switch on whenever button is released, animation change status whenever button is pressed down, These are just a few possibilities of input!action triggerbehavior. The complete syntax of trigger behaviors is action onjoffjswitch onjswitch offjtoggle while activejwhile inactivej when activatedjwhen deactivated input It would be possible to have the world builder "program" the trigger-behavior by using a (quite simple) finite state machine (as in dVS, for instance). However, we feel that this would be too cumbersome, since those trigger behaviors are needed very frequently.
In order to be able to trigger any action at start-up time, there's a special "input" named initialize.
All actions must be able to understand the messages on, off, and toggle. All events must store their current state, which will be changed by input transitions.
In addition to the basic events, events can be combined by logical expressions, which yields a directed "event graph". This graph is not necessarily acyclic.
Our experience shows that it is necessary to be able to activate and deactivate actions. This is done so a user can be prevented from doing one thing before he does something else first. An action is deactivated when it doesn't respond to messages being sent by events. This is done via a certain action, which (de-)activates other actions. Alternatively, it is quite convenient to be able to bracket the actions you want to (de-)activate:
active event actions ... endactive
A Collection of Event Inputs
Physical input includes all kinds of buttons (keyboard, mouse, spacemouse, boom), flex and tracker values (are active when above/below threshold), gestures, postures (ges-
collision between the button object and some pointing "device", usually the graphical representation for the finger tip. Any object of the scene graph can be a virtual button. Likewise, we have implemented virtual menus. Each menu item can be the input to one or more events.
Geometric events are triggered by some geometric condition. Among them are portals and collisions.
A portal is an arbitrary object of the scene graph. The event is triggered by the inside/outside-status of an object with respect to that portal. By default, we check the center of the object's bounding box (or any other point in local space). The object can be the viewpoint. This event is very useful for switching on/off parts of the scene when the user enters/leaves "rooms" (multiple virtual worlds), or for (daisy-)chaining actions and animations (for instance, playing a sound when some object passes by).
A collision event is triggered by the exact collision of two objects (see [19, 18] ). Any action's status (on or off) can trigger an event. Some actions (like callback, counter, etc.) have an actionspecific status, which can be used also. For example, counters have a current value which can be compared to another counter or a constant. The result of the comparison is the input to the event.
All time variables (see above) can be compared to a certain time interval (which could cross the wrap-around border of cyclic time variables!), or by one of the usual comparisons. The result (0/1) is the input to an event.
Sometimes, we want to "monitor" certain object attributes (integer, float, vector, or string valued) and issue an action when they change, while we don't care which action (or other module!) set them. The general form of an object attribute event input is attribute attribute-name object object-name comparison Attributes are not only graphical attributes (transformation, material, wireframe, etc.), but also "interaction" attributes, such as "grabbed", "falling", etc. This implies that the interaction module maintains an additional, augmented representation of all objects of the scene graph.
Object attributes might be set by our interaction module itself (by possibly many different actions), or by other modules, so object attribute events can provide a kind of simple access control mechanism in some cases. Any action's state can be fed back into an event in order to trigger other actions. Certain actions (like counter) provide specific states, which we can interrogate, also.
ACTIONS
Actions are the building blocks for the "life" in a virtual environment. Anything that happens, as well as any object properties are specified through actions.
Actions are usually of the form action-name : function objects parameters options All actions should be made as general as possible, so it should always be possible to specify a list of objects (instead of only one). Also, objects can have any type, whenever sensible (e.g., assembly, geometry, light, or viewpoint node). The action-name is for later reference in the script.
Consistency. This is certainly an issue in any VR system being used for real-world applications. Here, we will not discuss the problems arising in multi-user VEs, or in systems with concurrent modules. The problem of consistency exists even within our interaction module. Some of the actions described below set transformations of objects. Obviously, those will interfere when they act at the same time on the same object. For example, in applications for automotive industries, we can grab an object with our left hand while we stretch and shrink it with the other hand. The problem arises also, when an action takes over (e.g., we scale an object after we have grabbed and moved it). Flushing transformations or squeezing them into one matrix is not a very good idea, since we loose the original object and we have no control over the order of transformations. We do not want to loose the transformations of earlier actions, because this is valuable information we might need in a further step "outside" the VR system.
One way to deal with that is to impose a strict sequence of transformations to be used per object, at least for objects under the control of this module. We have chosen the sequence: scaling rotation translation.
Another issue arises when we use levels-of-detail (LODs) in the scene graph. Since any object can be a LOD node or a level of an LOD, any action should transparently apply changes to all levels, so that the author of the virtual world doesn't have to bother or know whether or not an object name denotes an LOD node (or one of its children).
Navigation.
The most basic "interaction" with a virtual world is navigating through it. We won't go into a thorough discussion of different techniques here. That can be found in [2, 8, 16, 14] . Instead, we will just state that a VR system must be easily configurable, and able to switch to a broad variety of devices such as mouse, spacemouse, boom, glove and HMD, microphone, etc.
For these different devices, the VR system must provide different navigation paradigms, such as eyeball-in-hand, relative mode, point-and-fly, or voice navigation (see Figure 4) .
None of navigation modes must rely on the assumption that the cart is an immediate child of the root. We might wish to make the cart a child of another object, which could be animated, for example.
There are many parameters which affect user representation: navigation speed, size and offset of the hand, scaling of head motion, eye separation, etc.
Navigation can be switched on/off by any event. With the point-and-fly paradigm, this is usually a gesture or a spoken command.
By using the abstraction of logical input devices, all navigation modes are completely device-independent [8, 9] .
A Collection of Actions.
During our past projects, the set of actions listed briefly below has proven to be quite generic.
The scene graph can be changed by the actions load, save, delete, copy, create (box, ellipsoid, etc.), and attach (changes scene hierarchy by rearranging subtrees).
Some actions to change object attributes are switch, wireframe, rotate, translate, scale (set a transformation or add/multiply to it). Others change material attributes, such as color, transparent, or texture.
The "grab" action first makes an object "grabbable". Then, as soon as the hand touches it, it will be attached to the hand. Of course, this action allows grabbing a list of subtrees of the scene graph (e.g., move a table when you grab its leg).
By adding just a few more properties and functionality, we can further increase believability of our worlds. Those additional properties are friction, which makes objects "ride on top" of others, and pushing, which prevents interpenetration (see [13] ).
When the "stretch" action is invoked on an object (or subtree), handles will be displayed at the corners and faces of its bounding box. These can then be grabbed and will scale the object(s) as they are moved. This action is quite useful to select a certain space in the world or to create place holders from generic objects like spheres, cylinders, etc.
The "sweep" action traces out the volume when the user moves an object by replicating (simplified) copies of it. This was used to check serviceability of, for example, car engines.
A
several attributes can be animated simultaneously. Animations can be time-tagged, or just be played back with a certain, possibly non-integer, speed.
Animations can be absolute or relative which just adds to the current attribute(s). This allows, for example, simple autonomous object locomotion which is independent of the current position.
One of the most basic physical concepts is gravity, which increases "believability" of our worlds tremendously. It has been implemented in an action "fall", which makes objects fall in a certain direction and bounce off "floor objects", which can be specified separately for each falling object.
As described above, there are actions to set or change the time transformation for the time variables.
Constrained movement. Occasionally we want to constrain the movement of an object. It is important to be able to switch constraints on and off at any time, which can be done by a class of constraint actions.
Several constraints on transformations of objects, including the viewpoint, have proven useful:
1. Constrain the translation in several ways:
(a) fix one or more coordinates to a pre-defined or to their current value, (b) keep the distance to other objects (e.g., ground) to a pre-defined or to the current value. The distance is evaluated in a direction, which can be specified.
This can be used to fix the user to eye level, for terrain following, or to make the user ride another object (an elevator, for example).
2. Constrain the orientation to a certain axis and possibly the rotation angle to a certain range. This can be used to create doors and car hoods.
All constraints can be expressed either in world or in local coordinates. Also, all constraints can be imposed as an interval (a door can rotate about its hinge only within a certain interval). Interaction with those objects can be made more convenient, if the deltas of the constrained variable(s) are restricted to only increasing or decreasing values (e.g., the car hood can only be opened but not closed).
Another constraint is the notion of walls, which is a list of objects that cannot be penetrated by certain other objects. This is very useful to constrain the viewpoint (all first-time users of VEs wonder why they can fly through walls). It can be used for any other moving object as well.
Of course, the constraints listed above are just very simple ones; for more complicated "mechanisms", a general approach will be needed, like [17] or [20, 7] .
Object selection. There must be two possibilities for specifying lists of objects: hard-wired and user-selected.
In entertainment applications, you probably want to specify by name the objects on which an action operates. The advantage here is that the process of interacting with the world is "single-pass". The downside is inflexibility, and the writing of the interaction script might be more cumbersome.
Alternatively, we can specify that an action operates on the currently selected list of objects. This is more flexible, but the actual interaction with the world consists of two passes: first the user has to select some objects, then specify the operation.
Finite state machines. The system can maintain an arbitrary number of counters. Those counters can be set, incremented, or decremented via certain actions. They can be used as input to events (which in turn trigger other actions).
Counters are very useful to switch from one "stage" of a "story-based" VE to the next one by the same gesture or voice command, or they can be used to build more complicated automata (a traffic light, for example).
User modules. From our experience, most applications will need some special features which will be unnecessary in other applications. In order to incorporate these smoothly, our VR system offers "callback" actions. They can called right after the system is initialized, or once per frame (the "loop" function), or triggered by an event. The return code of these callbacks can be fed into other events, so user-provided actions can trigger other actions.
These user-provided modules are linked dynamically at run-time, which significantly reduces turn-around time.
It is understood that all functionality of the script as well as all data structures must also be accessible to such a module via a simple, yet complete API.
APPLICATIONS
An early application of our integrated VR system was shown at the "Industry Exhibition Hannover" in Spring 1995. By then, most key concepts had been designed. At the show, we tried to point out some possible applications of VR in the automotive industry.
A demonstrator for virtual prototyping was built using our VR system in May 1995 [5] . One of the key features was real-time collision detection [19] for clash and clearance checks (see Color Plate I). Others are volume tracing and constraints (to model the hood of the car). Flexible objects (like a hose) were implemented by an application-specific module.
For the IAA auto show in Frankfurt, Germany, in August 1995, we built the inside of a diesel engine as a virtual environment. A user could fly inside the combustion chamber and watch several combustion cycles while interacting with the air flow field. This was also shown at the Detroit Auto Show in 1996. One of the key features there was the visualization of time-variant flow-fields in the swirl port and in the combustion chamber (see Color Plate IV). All data, geometry, animations, and flow fields have been imported from simulation packages. This is where the necessity of a concept of time becomes evident: all animations (like piston head, valves, and temperature color) must coincide with the visualization, even though most of them are not specified on the complete cycle. Furthermore, global simulation time must be set sometimes to a certain value, or the "speed" of simulation time must be slowed down or stopped altogether.
PRESENT AND FUTURE
We believe that the action-event-object paradigm is very powerful, yet at the same time remaining simple and making it easy to learn to create non-trivial content in virtual environments. The set of actions and events proposed in this paper should be capable of handling most basic behavior and interaction. The concept of events gives greater flexibility and relieves the VE author from the burden of maintaining state variables. A variety of navigation modes, as well as object constraints have been described. Actions have been identified to select and manipulate objects, and to animate object attributes. Application-specific modules can be integrated smoothly. In the context of VR, concepts for handling time and consistency have been presented.
In the future, we will implement an easy-to-use graphical user interface, so virtual environments can be built on-line. It should be possible to add, delete, and change actions and events at run-time. A VE creator might even want to "rewire" actions and events at run-time. To this end, the system must keep a complete history of the state of all actions, events, and the scene graph! So far, we can "can" sets of actions/events by defining preprocessor macros, which are kept in libraries and can be included. With a graphical world editor, it would be nice to have access to those, too.
EXAMPLES
In this section, we will give a few excerpts from the scripts which were written to implement the virtual environments described above.
The following example shows how the point-and-fly navigation mode can be specified. The hood of a car can be modeled by the following lines. This hood can be opened by just pushing it with the index finger. The following example will make object fall down and bounce off the floor-objects when released by the hand. Additionally, a sound will be played each time the object bounces.
grab object toggle when activated gesture fist gravity 0.2 fall object floors floor-objects parameters \ switch on when deactivated grabbed object sound sound-file switch on when activated collision object floor-object Menu setup consists of two parts: the interaction with the menu itself, The ## is a concatenation feature of acpp. By applying the definition CLOCK to a suitable object, we make it behave as a clock. Also, we can start or stop that clock by the actions
